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Abstract 
Theoretical analysis and numerical are used to investigate the critical velocity in tunnel cross-passage. Considering the effect of train 
blocking, several cases are built by FDS to verify whether the critical velocity can control the smoke in the cross-passage. Result indicates 
that the distance of the train head away from the cross-passage as 1/2 power of the tunnel velocity. With the train crossing the cross-
passage, the value velocity of the cross door increase gradually and then decreases when the middle of the train stocking in the door of 
cross-passage. The maximum value of velocity is greater than the critical velocity calculated by Froude model and the smoke diffuse to 
the cross-passage. In other cases, the velocity fails to prevent the soot propagation from accident side of the tunnel and the gas full of the 
cross-passage cause risk of evacuation. 
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Nomenclature 
Cp Specific heat (kJkg-1 k-1) 
Qc Convective heat release rate (kw) 
At          Area of the main tunnel (m2) 
Ad         Area of the cross-passage tunnel (m2) 
Hd Height of the cross-passage tunnel (m) 
Fr           Critical velocity Froude number 
1. Introduction 
In tunnel fire scenario, it is difficult to maintain passengers escape from high temperature gas. In metro tunnel, the position of fire 
resource is unpredictable and the tunnel is narrow, which would increase the difficulty of evacuation. In additional, longitudinal airflow 
play a vital role to control the movement of smoke in most fire accident [1]. In metro tunnel, like Beijing and Nanjing, cross-passages 
connect the two parallel tunnel, guaranteeing the people evacuate to the adjacent metro line [2]. When passengers evacuate from the 
tunnel, the system will supply fresh air through the cross-passage to prevent the smoke cross to safety tunnel. Then smoke is controlled by 
velocity and the path can ensure passenger in a visual area to escape from the accident [3, 4]. Previous research has investigated critical 
velocity of longitude tunnel relative comprehensive, like Kennedy et al. propose a formula for estimating critical velocity, have been 
widely used in numerical simulation. However, research in the critical velocity for cross-passage is lesser than longitude tunnel velocity 
study. Fortunately, some cross-passage velocity model, based on critical velocity formula, proposed by Kennedy, have been present by 
experiment. As the aforementioned description, the main task of this paper is to investigate the critical velocity in cross-passage and the 
effort of train blocking in tunnel to the velocity in the connected aisle. 
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2. Theoretical analysis 
2.1. Empirical equation 
The most widely-used correlations for estimating the critical velocity are based upon a non-dimensional Froude number 
analogy (Thomas, 1970). The Froude number is defined as the ratio between the buoyancy force generate by the fire and the 
inertial force. It is assume that when Froude number arrive at a special value, the airflow will began to against the smoke 
movement in tunnel. With the velocity of smoke exhaust rising, the density difference between ambient air and smoke 
become decline, which can keep the imposed ventilation flow stopping the gas distribution. 
Apparently, in cross-passage, we should consider the enthalpy equation in previous equation [5]. 
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According to the experimental measurements of Lee et al (1979) [6], Froude numbers should value about 4.5 [7]. 
However, empirical equation of cross-passage consider the enthalpy balance in a control volume compare with critical 
velocity before [8-10], it only consider one side tube but absence the parallel tunnel velocity and the train stacking in the 
accident side tube. 
2.2. numerical simulation introduce 
FDS developed by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to predict the critical velocity. Simulation 
method was Large Eddy Simulation (LES), which can simulation the fire current relatively.   
3. Numerical Simulation of cross-passage in FDS 
3.1. model building  
The tunnel cross-passage is rectangle1.5×2 (width × high), connecting two shield tunnel of 5.5 diameter and 1200m in 
length. Heat release rate of the fire resource is 7.5MWˈ2m×2m(length × width).As the practical engineering, the boundary 
conditions are assign in four end of the tunnel as the Fig.1.  
(a)  (b)   
                       
Fig.1 Schematic of tunnel modeling (a) plan form (b) side view 
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3.2. size of mush 
 The number of cell in whole mush is 1.300.000. For gating higher precision of the calculating, mesh is reduced 
appropriately. However, dense grid too much will increase the effort of computer and slow down the calculating speed, 
which waste a lot of time during researching. By the viscous fluid motion control of large scale relevant to fire 
characteristics diameter (D*).By large experiment, it provide that 0.1D* can get current value relevantly. 
Table 1. The grid subject to suitable size in building the model. 
  Section1 Section2 Section3 
Distance to the fire (m) 0-20 20-210 210-600 
Size of the mush(m)  0.14 0.28 0.56 
3.3. Activation about the ventilation system 
When fire source set in carriage, the train will stop in tunnel immediately for evacuating passengers to the safety tunnel 
by through the cross-passage. Then metro platform, on both end of tunnel, will turn on exhausting system to control the 
smoke in accident tunnel. There will operate two smoke exhaust fan, actual volume flow rate is 110 m3/s, at the upstream 
platform B. Contrary there will have two ventilator feeding fresh air which volume flow rate achieve 110 m3/s at 
downstream station C in Fig.2. 
 
  Fig.2 Schematic of 7.5MW fire set near the cross-passage gate. 
3.4. Boundary condition of modeling 
To obtain the flow boundary conditions, four velocity boundaries are investigated by couplet body model build by 
scSTREAM as seen in Fig.3.   
 
  
 Fig.3 Schematic of boundary condition 
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Table 2. four boundary conditions is generated by couplet body model. 
 
Boundary velocity of air supply in 
upstream side 
 
Boundary velocity of smoke 
exhaust in downstream side 
 
Accident free tunnel 1.11 1.2 
Accident tunnel 3.79 3.7 
4. result and discussion 
By using the cross-passage critical velocity equation (4), we can figure out the  cross-passage critical velocity in this 
paper. 
6 3
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        Fig.4 Relationship between longitude flow and critical velocity of cross-passage 
4.1. The Location of train in tunnel  
As showed in  Fig.5. In fire scenarios, location of the train will appear in tree area of the accident tunnel, upstream, 
middle and downstream. 
   
 
 Fig.5 Train stay the upstream of the tunnel 
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We can see apparently in the Fig.6.The fire set in the bottle stop near the cross-passage and the train head is 2m apart from 
connect path.                                             
                                                         
             
Fig.6 Train stay in middle of tunnel 
The train head distance to cross-passage door 78.3m and fire set in bottle of the train. 
 
 
Fig.7 Train stops in downstream of the tunnel 
The train head travel through the connected 110m and the fire set in bottle of the train. Compare to the other scenario the 
train staying in middle of the accident tunnel owe higher flow velocity through the connected path as showed in Fig.7. 
  
  
            
          Fig.8 Relationship between blocking train                     Fig.9 Density of smoke in cross-passage and air supply from cross-passage 
  
Fig.8 shown the relationship between the location of the train and the velocity in cross-passage. However none of the 
point, in Fig.8, can attain critical velocity of the cross-passage derived from experimental model equation in practical smoke 
exhausting system operation. The distance of the train to the connected aisle in three cases with various velocity values are 
0.41m/s,0.7m/s and 0.3m/s. 
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Fig.9 Train stop in upstream tunnel        
 
  Fig.10 Train stop in middle of the tunnel 
 
 Fig.11 Train stop in downstream of the tunnel 
The smoke move to near tunnel through the cross-passage door apparently in all three fire scenarios as shown in Fig.9 to 
11. All cases with velocity trough the cross-passage weaker than critical velocity calculate by empirical equation.   
5. Conclusion 
The critical of the velocity through cross-passage calculated by empirical equation arrive at 0.87m/s. The Smoke in bi-
directional subway tunnel operating under ventilation mode as TABLE I introduced in this paper will cross to the free 
accident tunnel in three cases with different distance from train to cross-passage door. Train stopping in the upstream of 
tunnel, the air velocity value through the connected aisle is 0.41m/s.When the train stops in the downstream of the tunnel, 
value of velocity reach 0.3m/s. The velocity in cross-passage reach higher value(0.7m/s) compare with other two cases 
when the location of train in middle of the tunnel. 
With train moving to the end of the tunnel, the flow velocity increase in the beginning and then decline slowly. The 
maximum value of flow will appear during the movement of the train. Three fie scenarios can’t attain the critical velocity 
that ventilation mode fails to stop smoke distributing to another tunnel. Ventilation mode should instead by associate with 
two near station by each end of the tunnel to exhausting smoke.  
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